These were small ash cans of heavy galvanized iron, corrugated throughout the barrel and having a heavy iron rim at the top and bottom. The bottom was slightly lowered in the center. There were two drop handles on opposite sides and two bail eyes directly above the handles and 4 inches from the top of the rim. Before use the cans were carefully inspected for breaks or weak spots in the galvanizing or solder, and these were repaired by soldering. The top joint between the iron rim and the barrel became broken easily, and constant care was necessary to keep these joints perfect.
The cans were 26 inches high and 16 inches in diameter. The weight of water required to fill a can to the brim was 72.7 kilograms (160.27 pounds), indicating that the cubic content of a can was approximately 72,700 cubic centimeters (about 4,436 cubic inches).
The covers fitted the cans tightly. They were molded in form, a narrow shoulder meeting the rim of the can, the cover lapping over B it for 1 inch.
The crown of the cover rose above the shoulder 1 inch.
In their original state they were provided with substantial handles riveted in the center. 
TILLING THE KETTLE
After the cans were filled with soil they were ready to be sterilized.
The kettle held six cans and covers and the accessories used in sterilization.
Three cans were placed in the bottom, the cans so turned that the bail eyes were immediately accessible for attaching the hoisting device.
The covers, turned on edge, were deposited beside the cans.
Over each of the three bottom cans a large piece of sheet iron was placed at an angle to carry off the water of condensation which dripped from above. After the bottom cans were arranged a tripod made of iron pipe was put in, and on this the three top cans rested, care being taken that no can in the upper tier rested against another can. The covers were conveniently placed edgewise beside the cans. The thermometer bulb was inserted in the soil of one can, the wires passed through the rim, and the union joined. The lid was clamped down and the 11 clamps strongly tightened, using a short pipe for a lever.
The contents of the kettle were now ready for sterilization.
STERILIZATION
The pet cocks and all escape valves on the kettle were opened wide and the steam turned on slowly. As the air began to be displaced more steam As they were thoroughly sealed except for the devious passage through the cotton plug of the chimney and the vent of the cap on the water pipe, the only possible loss must have been in the form of water vapor representing a direct loss of moisture from the soil. It was necessary to restore this moisture from time to time.
Before water could be introduced into the watering machine, however, the machine itself had to be rendered perfectly sterile. This was done b} T attaching a steam line at the valve F ( fig. 3) After the kettle and its parts were sterile, the valve E ( fig. 3 ) and valve O (fig. 4) Figure 6 shows the curves of temperature at the center of a can and the steam pressure in the kettle for a representative sterilization. 
